
� The decline in consumption was less 
sharp in France than in the Euro Zone. 

� The volume of projects submitted to the
CDAC (Departemental Commitees for Retail
Development) decreased to 2.55 million sqm
in October 2009 from 3.2 million in 2008.
However, the number of projects below
1,000 sqm increased significantly driven by
demand, notably from hard discounters. 

� Retailers consider henceforth the location as
a key element to success and show a
pronounced interest for prime areas. 

� Due to the sustained demand for prime
locations prime rents remained stable over
the course of 2009. However, rents in
secondary locations declined by -11% to
-14% for SC and RP respectively.

� In a deteriorated investment climate,
invested amounts in retail properties
remained quite stable between September
2008 and 2009, reaching €721million. 

� Investments in shopping centres grew by
more than 200% over the last twelve
months. High street units and out-of-town
retails formats were more impacted, due to
the lack of available products and a
moderate repricing.

� After a strong outward shift during the first
half of the year (+50 to +100 bps), prime
yields tend to stabilise and even decreased
during the last three months, notably for high
street properties (-25 bps) and shopping
centres (-25 bps).

“Demand from retailers remains strong for prime locations. Due to
the defensive character of prime assets, investors have increased
their market share in this particular segment, where significant
deals were made in 2009 by the most audacious market players.”

Christophe Gouny - Director Retail
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Rental values remain relatively stable Upward pressure on yields slows down
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Economy, consumption and demand

Economy

Supported by the slight improvement in external

demand, the national economy saw a return to growth

starting from spring 2009. This quick recovery remains

fragile as witnessed by the continuous deterioration of

the labour market. Due to slowing activity, French

companies made more than 500,000 people

redundant, bringing the number of job-seekers to 2.5

million at the end of September 2009. At the same

time, they practised rigorous wage policies ending in a

0.40 % contraction of gross pays in the first half of the

year. Despite this, purchasing power has remained

particularly resistant over the considered period.

Indeed, the financial support from public authorities –

including the appreciation of the social-security

benefits, the early payment of the solidarity premium

and the reduction by two thirds of the income tax paid

by 6 million tax payers – generated an increase of the

gross disposable income by 0.8% between January

and June. Additionally, the massive price decline of

raw materials and consumer goods has strengthened

this effect. Altogether, the purchasing power growth

reached 1.70 % at the end of the third quarter of the

year. In this still uncertain economic context,

confidence from the French households showed signs

of slow but regular recovery. At the end of October

2009, the consumer’s confidence index exceeded by

12 points its lowest historic level (July 2008) and stood

at -35.

Growth and unemployment

Source: INSEE

Letting market

Consumer demand

The weakening of private demand was less marked in

France (-0.3%) than in the whole of the Euro zone

(-0.9%). The rising economic uncertainties increased

the inclination from French households for savings and

pressure resulting from declining gross pays generated

frequent arbitrations and volatility in spending; in

particular for leisure activities (1.05%) and fashion

industry (2.85%). Other spending categories were

somehow sustained by the decline in prices, some

measures of the Recovery Plan and the standard

stabilizers typical of the French economic structure

(public employment and unemployment pays). Usually

affected by economic downturns, spending in home

improvement and durable goods increased

respectively by 0.95% and 2.25% between January

and September 2009. The disposal and environmental

bonuses have supported spending in cars; the annual

increase of which, reached 4.4% at the end of the third

quarter of the year.

Although light, the deterioration of the domestic

demand translated into a decline of 3.7% in shopping

centre footfall, as measured by the National Council of

Shopping Centres (CNCC).

Consumers’ confidence and consumption

Source: INSEE

Retailer’s demand and development

In spite of the generalised stagnation of turnover in the

retail sector, demand from retailers remained generally

stable during 2009. Only stores dedicated to the

fashion industry, facing a marked deterioration of their

sales, had to reduce their development projects and to

concentrate on the most profitable sites.

The rise of the maximum retail space threshold subject

to planning consent from 300 sqm to 1,000 sqm, has

led to a decrease in the total number of projects

submitted to the CDAC (Departmental Committees for

Retail Development), compared with 2008. Between

January and October 2009, less than 850 projects

were submitted to the local authorities representing a

total of 2.55 millions sqm retail space, compare with

2.100 projects ( 3.21 million sqm) during the same
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Demand and development
period in 2008. This year, the authorisation rate

exceeded 83%, thus 2.1 million new retail spaces

could be developed in the coming two years. Most of

which will be made of retail complexes rather than

single units – 1.45 million sqm granted which is an

increase of 31% compared to 2008. The share of

developments planned in city centres remains stable

(12%), whereas the out-of-town projects in the pipeline

increase both in number (24%) and in volume (5.6%).

Demand from food stores (hypermarkets,

supermarkets and hard discounters) declined between

the first three quarters of 2008 and 2009 from 540,000

sqm to 450,000 sqm, currently representing no more

than 21% of the total space. This sharp drop happened

right after the rise of the maximum threshold subjected

to planning consent and it is mainly due the declining

number of projects submitted to the local authorities

from hard discounters. On the other hand,

authorisations granted to hypermarkets and

supermarkets increased over the considered period.

The volatility of the household consumption in fashion,

leisure and cultural sectors has resulted in an annual

fold of 40% of demand from these specialised retailers.

Only 294,000 sqm were granted during the last three

quarters that is about 200,000 sqm less than in 2008.

In strong progress during the last years, the proportion

of retail space dedicated to DIY and to gardening

decreased since the beginning of the year, adding up

less than 420,000 sqm against 679,000 sqm over the

first nine months of 2008. In other retail sectors,

demand did not show major evolution.

Projects submitted to CDAC

Source: DCASPL / Urbanicom / Savills Research

Being henceforth the object of a simple building permit,

projects of size below 1,000 sqm has risen sharply

since January. Growing by 10% after the new self-

entrepreneur law came into force; new retail start-ups

have stimulated demand for this size segment. At the

same time, hard discounters took advantage of the

risen threshold from the planning consent and multiply

their development projects. In the course of the

summer, Lidl and Leader Price announced to have

respectively doubled and tripled their development plan

until 2010.

Finally, it is on a qualitative aspect that the major

change in demand was noticed. In the face of an

increasingly fluctuating household consumption,

retailers placed visibility at the top of their concerns,

thus showing a nearly exclusive interest for prime

locations and abandoning totally the secondary

locations.

Existing stock

At the beginning of October 2009, the French retail

stock totalled 51 million sqm of sales areas exceeding

300 sqm. One third of the stock, representing

Hard discount: acceleration of development in

2009

By raising the maximum area threshold above which

an authorisation from the planning consent is required,

the Economic Modernisation Law has opened new

outlook to hard discounters. Since, development

completions remain limited but a lot of projects are in

the pipeline and should come to light in the months

and years to come.

The German group Lidl which, is the leading food hard

discounter in the French market, is planning to invest

€200 million in order to refurbish existing units but also

to open new ones. Since the new law came into force

Lidl says to have doubled their projects.

During the first nine months of the year, the second

biggest food hard discounters, ED (Carrefour group)

opened 15 new units in France under the brand names

ED and Dia, totalling 26,000 sqm. They plan to open

5 additional shops by the end of the year. Between

30 and 40 new openings are planned annually for the

next years, which will bring their total stock to 200 at

the end of 2013.

Leader Price (Casino group) opened 27 shops in

France since January 2009 and also benefited from

the re-branding of two former Casino supermarkets.

Their park will soon reach the 1,000 selling units

threshold.

The Mousquetaire group has restructured their hard

discounter brand Netto. A new concept tested in 6 pilot

shops allowed a turnover growth from 50% to 100%

and a rise in footfall of 60%. This new concept will be

expanded to 137 units, which is one third of the

retailer‘s park.
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Existing park and concepts
approximately 15.3 million sqm, is located in-town,

made of 12.7 million sqm of high-street units and 2.5

million sqm of shopping centres and malls. Thus, the

major part of the French retail park is located of-of-

town (37.5 million sqm) of which, two thirds are in retail

parks and retail warehouses. Shopping centres add

12.2 millions sqm and factory outlets 510,000 sqm.

Approximately 40% of the existing stock is dedicated to

food self-service - hypermarkets, supermarkets and

hard discounters. The DIY and gardening retailers

extend over respectively 6.3 millions sqm and 4.9

millions sqm. Home improvement specialised retailers

– including furnishing, decoration and electrical goods -

mobilise 15% of the park and the total surfaces taken

by fashion retailers is 3.1 million sqm.

Existing stock

Source: Savills Research

Concepts

The current concepts of shopping centres and retail

parks are thought to facilitate the purchasing act by

meeting consumers’ expectations in terms of reception,

comfort and conviviality. In addition to the architectural

signature and a facilitated accessibility, recent

developments include an increasingly large area for

services and leisure activities. In Montpelier, the

Odysséum shopping centre was built around a leisure

area including a cinema, tenpin bowling, an ice rink

and some restaurants and dwell time is prolonged by a

commercial core anchored around a Casino

hypermarket. Located in Kremlin-Bicêtre, the Okabe

shopping centre which, is due in March 2010 and is

already entirely pre-let, has attracted retailers not only

by the quality of its architecture and its good

localisation but also from a wide rage of services to

consumers - relaxation spaces, nursery, banking

services... In order to increase the footfall in the Carré

Sénart located in Lieusaint to Unibail recently bet on

the opening of a pony club right in the heart of the

shopping mall

Development of the stock > 300 sqm

Source: Savills Research

At the same time, an increasing number of developers

and investors are willing to commit to a sustainable

approach notably in order to value their real estate

properties. Since the end of last year, the HQE (High

Environmental Quality) certification was extended to

retail properties under the name of Certivéa. Since,

three buildings already obtained the certification,

including “Atoll” in Angers-Beaucouzé, “Okabe” in the

Kremlin Bicêtre and the “Italy 2” shopping centre in

Paris.

Commercial property and HEQ certification

For long considered as an abstract concept, the

reduction of the real estate impact on the environment

is gradually becoming a major concern for retail

developers and end users. After being enforced in the

office and health sectors, the Tertiary Building NF

certification was expanded to hotels, logistics and retail

buildings in January 2009. Created jointly by Certivéa,

CSTB and l’ADEME in collaboration with the CNCC,

the frame of the retail certification is based on 14

predefined targets to meet the most comprehensive

sustainable approach.

Shopping centres, commercial districts, warehouses

and parks and high street units are eligible for the

labelling provided that the totality of the premise is

certified. The obtaining of the certification requires

getting an above average rate for 7 of the total targets,

of which, 3 should be graded as “very successful”.
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Rental values and investment
Retail complexes with HEQ certification

Source: Savills Research

Rental values

Strong retailers’ interest for prime locations has helped

rental values to remain steady over the last twelve

months. In this segment, leases were negotiated at

€185/sqm/year for retail parks and at €2.000/sqm/year

for shopping centres. On the contrary, in secondary

locations the weakening demand led to a fall in rents.

The average rent in secondary retail parks went from

€140/sqm/year in €120/sqm/year during the first three

quarters of the year, representing an annual decline of

14%.

Rental values - Retail parks

Source: Savills Research

In secondary shopping centres, rents decreased by

11.50 % in one year, to €1,150/sqm/year in shops.

High street rents remained stable this year. Rental

values for retail shops in regional market stand on

average at €2,000/sqm/year but rental values can

exceed €10,000/sqm/year for the best located shops in

the main Parisian high streets.

Rental values - shopping centres

Source: Savills Research

At the same time, the negotiation periods have

lengthened. Developers are hardly granting any

decline in headline rents; henceforth retailers are

negotiating most of the legal and financial clauses of

the leases, including service charges, marketing costs,

refurbishment costs. 

Investment

In a gloomy context – with only €4.2 billion invested in

commercial properties within the last nine months

(-61% yoy) – the retail property market recorded

relatively well, with similar performances to that of

2008.

Seen as a defensive asset by a large range of

investors, retail investment totalled €721 million

between January and October 2009 (excluding Intra-

group sales) against €711 million the year before.

However, the proportion of retail deals out of the cross

total of investments has doubled over the last year. 

Invested amounts in commercial property

Source: Savills Research / * Excl. intra-group sales

Project 

/ Location
Developer

Very

successful
Successful Average

ATOLL /

Beaucouzé

Cie de

Phalsbourg

Targets : 1, 6,

9, 11

Targets : 3, 4,

5

Targets : 2,

7, 8, 10, 12 à

14

OKABE /

Kremlin-Bicêtre

Altaréa

Cogedim

Targets : 1, 5,

6

Targets : 4, 7,

8, 9

Targets : 2,

3, 10 à 14

Italie 2 / Paris

13e

Hammerson

France

Targets : 3, 5,

6

Targets : 1, 2,

4, 7, 8

Targets : 9 à

14
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Investment and yields
For the second consecutive year, market activity had

been limited by the lack of available debt, which has

had a significant negative impact on deals exceeding

€50 million. With the exception of internal disposals

such as Klépierre / Cardif (€150 million) or Casino /

Mercialys (€334 million), and the closing of

negotiations started in 2007 and 2008 including the

sales of the shopping centre “31” in Lille for €160

million and “Les Trois Quartiers” in the Parisian CBD

for €210 million (€84 million for the retail part only),

large transactions have nearly disappeared. Sales of

retail portfolios fell sharply from representing 45.0% of

the total retail investment volume in 2008 to 9.2% in

2009. Consequently, within one year, the volume of

sale and lease back transactions has been divided by

seven reaching €46 million at the end of October 2009.

Despite the remaining pricing issue between sellers

and buyers, the investment market was supported by

shopping centres and shopping galleries disposals.

After a low level of activity during the first quarter,

investment volumes strongly increased between April

and October totalling €468 million (+220% compared to

the same period in 2008). Acquisitions such as “31” by

Pramerica, “Les Trois Quartiers” by MGPA and “les

Halles de Chambéry” by Generali Immobilier were the

most significant transactions. Purchasers have

targeted mainly prime city centre locations;

nevertheless less than €150 million has been invested

on this specific segment notably due to the small

amounts of each deals. Additionally as prime high

street rents stayed fairly stable investors were reluctant

to sell and therefore opportunities were limited. In the

retail park market, transactions have decreased by

50% compared to the first three quarters of 2008. The

amount invested in retail parks is estimated at €103

million representing less than 15% of the total

investments in retail properties since January. 

The main driver of the out-of-town retailing market

came from private funds targeting deals lower than €15

million and opportunist funds with an investment scope

ranging from €20 million to €40 million. However, as

the price correction has not been too important yet, few

transactions have been concluded. Only two

transactions higher than €20 million were closed on a

total of twenty recorded opportunities (“Rives de l’Aa”

located in St-Omer and “Cap Malo Boutiques” in

Rennes both acquired by Aurora Capital). Forward

funding which is traditionally attracting investors’

interest were limited to the acquisition by CAAM RE of

the second phase of the retail park located in Tulle for

€2.2 million and the purchase of the third phase of the

retail park in Bailleul by Gladstein.

In 2009, the market activity was again mainly fuelled

by domestic investors in particular those with

significant equity capital. They acquired in total €340

million that is 46.8% of the total amount invested in

retail properties. UFFI REAM (SCPI) has concluded

the acquisition of a retail park and a shopping centre

for a total of €24 million within the last 6 months.

Sofidy and Financière Teychené have closed about

fifteen transactions with an average investment ranging

from €1 million to €7 million.

Investment breakdown per type of asset

Source: Savills Research / *Excl. intra-group sales

German investors have concluded a limited number of

transactions due to structural (lack of prime assets)

and economic reasons (significant funds retreat).

However, they accounted for 28.4% of the retail

investments with the acquisition of the shopping centre

“31” located in Lille. In 2009, Anglo-Saxon investors

such as Hammerson or CBRE Investors have been ron

the sell side rather than the buy side due to their

refinancing issues. They have accounted for less than

17.5% of the total retail investments which is €126

million. 

Australian investors have been the most dynamic with

acquisition of the shopping gallery “Les Trois

Quartiers” located in Paris CBD, for €210 million of

which, €85 million for the retail part, followed by British

investors that have invested €41 million. American

investors have been totally absent of the market.

Yields

During the first half of the year, the combined effect of

the limited availability of debt, the significant increase

of banks’ margins and the weakening competition

between investors, yields moved out by 50 to 100

basis points depending on retail asset type. The

multiplying signs of recovery during the third quarter

have somehow released this upward pressure
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Outlook

Prime yields

Source: Savills Research / * Achieved

Since July 2009, yield started to slightly decrease to

6.00% (+100 bps y-o-y) for regional shopping centres

and have stabilised at 7.25% for second rate assets

(+175 bps).

As regard to retail parks, prime yields as well as

secondary yields have been quite stable at respectively

7.25% (+100 bps y-o-y) and 8.50% (+120 bps). A

decreasing trend has to be noted in high street retailing

where the prime yields have decreased within the last

three months from 5.75% to 5.50%, regaining the 2008

level.

Outlook

Consensus Forecasts anticipate a continuing moderate

economic recovery in France with an annual GDP

growth of 2.1%. The pick up is expected to start from

early 2010 and growth is projected to reach 1.2% at

the end of next year. The deterioration of the

employment market will slow but the unemployment

rate should overtake 10% at the end of 2010.

Employment uncertainties will lead to a mechanical

increase of French households’ savings to the

detriment of consumption. Under the combined effect

of the forecasted rising inflation, the weakening of

government support measures and the stagnation of

gross pays, the purchasing power is likely to decrease

Spending in manufactured products will hardly reach

0.7% both at the end of the year and in 2010.

A strong uncertainty will weigh on the evolution of

retailers’ turnover in the months to come. Indeed, by

granting to local authorities the right to increase the

TASCOM (Retail Areas Tax) in order to compensate for

the losses related from the abolition of the professional

tax, public authorities could cut drastically retail trade

margins. However, the passing of the law from the

deputy Richard Mallié this summer regarding the

Sunday opening in the tourist zones and other

dedicated consumption areas should boost retail sales.

Household consumption, in better shape since last

summer, should sustain retailers’ demand in 2010;

nevertheless, the stalling of the purchasing power will

probably lead households to focus on discounted

prices. In this context, retailers will continue to mainly

target prime locations. Rental values should remain

stable for the best located premises, notably for

shopping centres and in-town units. For the second

consecutive year, rental values for second-hand

premises will continue to be under downward pressure.

The pick up in investment activity should strengthen

toward the last quarter of the year and the total end-

year turnover will exceed €6 billion, a 50% drop

compared to last year. Retail investment results should

remain similar to that of 2008. Currently, 3 major

transactions are under negotiation – the sale and lease

back of 16 Décathlon shops to Ciloger for a total

amount of €115 million, a prime in-town property and a

shopping gallery anchored by a hypermarket for a

purchase price of €70 million. Overall retail investment

volume could overtake €1.2 billion, which would double

the retail market share compared to last year. In 2010,

investment volumes are much more uncertain. Several

investment opportunities are currently being transacted

but investors are facing a lack of prime products. This

situation will lead to a further downward pressure on

yields, which in turn, might stimulate owners to put

prime assets on the market.

Retail sales growth in four European

countries

Source: Oxford Economics
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Savills is a leading global real estate service provider listed on the London Stock Exchange.  The company established in 1855, has a rich heritage
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